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In October 1923 Selfridges, one of London’s great department stores, held a knitting competition.  It attracted entrants from throughout England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland as well as widespread interest from the provincial and national press.  One participant, “Mr. John Myers,” a nineteen-year-old man from Blackburn who had formally worked in a Lancashire cotton mill, was the only male finalist.  Myers told reporters he had turned to knitting “during [a] severe mental breakdown” on the recommendation of his doctor “as a distraction from depression,” knitting “through some 26 weeks of illness.”​[1]​  His “flying needles,” that “outpaced” and “outclassed” all the other competitors, may seem exceptional but there is much evidence to suggest that during the interwar years men were not only taking up pastimes, such as knitting and embroidery, but entering, and even winning, such competitions.  Indeed, a decade later, in March 1933, at an “All-England lace knitting competition” David Rush, an eighty-three year-old “master printer by trade,” won first place prompting one reporter to write: “Not a woman in England could match his skill at the intricate work.”​[2]​  And further that:

	Women’s supremacy with the needle is no longer unchallenged.
Men are beginning to invade territory once thought sacred to her, and in knitting, crocheting, and many other forms of needlework Jack is almost as good as Jill.
Indeed, in some cases Jack is teaching Jill…
It is amazing the number of men who have adopted various forms of needlework as a hobby.​[3]​

In the two decades following the First World War the renaissance of interest in needlework, the co-called “craze for cross-stitch,” was stimulated not just by the increase in leisure time for women, caused in part by their return from war-work to the home, but also by use of crafts, such as embroidery, as a convalescent occupation for injured ex-servicemen.  It was as a “nerve cure,” a form of rehabilitative therapy prescribed during and after the war to distract and soothe the mind and restore dexterity to damaged and impaired motor skills, that it had been first become widely acceptable for men to do: “to those who enjoy it, there is nothing else quite so soothing to the nerves.”​[4]​  However, as the interwar decades unfolded it soon became clear that, beyond its prescription to women and the wounded, many men were taking up needlecraft hobbies purely out of pleasure.

By 1930 the Sales Manager of one embroidery thread manufacturer would tell a reporter that sales of needle and thread had reached their highest peak in a quarter of a century in no small part, he believed, a result of the number of men who had taken up “embroidery as a hobby” since the war.​[5]​  Indeed, exhibitions of embroidery by amateur “ex-soldiers, miners and society men” became a common feature of the wider interwar needlework revival.  Although initially accepted without much disparagement, by the press and public alike, as the permissive and decadent Twenties gave way to the more austere and sober Thirties the new so-called “needlemen” began to fuel anxiety about the possible effects on modern masculinity of such traditionally feminine crafts.

For example, the large display of needlework by men included in the Royal Amateur Art Society exhibition at Portman House in London, in March 1934, prompted one newspaper to ask: “Shall we regard this as a sign of degeneracy in our male stock?”

Needlework, certainly, has been practised mainly by women – there is no regular masculine equivalent for “needlewoman.”  On the other hand, needlework and tailoring cannot be rigidly separated.  Further, it we look round for examples of men skilled with the needle, we find that we can by no means accuse such men of effeminacy, for among them – and foremost among them – must be ranked sailors, hunters and explorers.  Perhaps, however, it might be said that a man driven to sew for himself because there are no women on board his ship or in his jungle camp is not a fair instance, and that a charge of effeminacy may, nevertheless, be levelled at a man who takes up needlework as a pastime.​[6]​  

One of the contributors to this exhibition, the actor, author and artist Ernest Thesiger (1879-1961), was well known for his interest in needlecrafts such as embroidery, knitting and lace-making, finding in them “an absorbing hobby” (Figure 1).  In 1926, he observed that “lately men, even in this country, have turned their attention to needlework, and have found it a soothing and engrossing occupation,” painting a cosy picture of men stitching at home: “Happy the man who can sink into a comfortable chair and pick up his work-basket, select his strand of gaily-coloured wool, and forget his troubles in the engrossing pursuit of needlework” (Thesiger 1926: 27, 90).  In addressing the historic feminine associations of such crafts Thesiger teased his readers by musing, with characteristic camp humour, that:

When the complete history of needlework comes to be written, I suppose the first chapter will deal with the story of the couple who sewed fig leaves together and made themselves aprons.  And it is worthy of notice that the gentlemen in question did not say to his wife : “Look here, Eve, this is a women’s job ;  just you make me a nice little costume!”  but did his own plain sewing, and it is not on record that she thought any the worse of him for it.  In later years I suppose Adam travelled eastwards and boasted of his prowess as a needleman – for in the East all the best work has been done by men.  Eve, presumably, took her bodkin westwards, with the result that in Europe it has always been considered that needlework was entirely a feminine business. (Thesiger 1926: 27)

Thesiger, however, was not like most men.  As a colourful character of unquestionable pedigree, (he was a grandson of the first Baron Chelmsford on his father’s side and a descendent of the last Duke of Dorset on his mother’s), his life runs like a thread (excuse the pun) through the aristocratic and artistic circles that endured in London from the fin-de-siècle to the Swinging Sixties.  He was a social butterfly, a celebrity figure, a queer eccentric, existing somewhere “between passing and flaunting,” in a time when all homosexual acts were criminalized and pathologized (Dyer 2002: 64).  In addition to his own memoirs reference to Thesiger’s fey and flamboyant behaviour, aphorisms and peccadillos pepper celebrity diaries and reminiscences throughout the period.  In these Thesiger may have been knowingly perceived as a homosexual but he was not actually “outed” until he was named in post-war reformist literature that called for tolerance and acceptance of homosexuals by identifying those who had been successful in their chosen careers and thus had contributed something of value to society at large (Plummer 1963: 34).     

For him needlework may have been “a most restful hobby” but it was permissible in that he had time, money and the position to pursue it at the expense of any opprobrium it may have invited (Thesiger 1926: 90).  Thesiger exemplifies what Alan Sinfield memorably termed “the effeminate leisure-class dandy” that emerged in the wake of the Oscar Wilde trials in 1895 (Sinfield 1994: 156).  As an embodiment of Wilde’s “fatal effeminacy” Thesiger’s embroidery, then, like the witty epigrams that peppered his conversation, his camp investment in clothes and posing, and his celebrated performances on stage and in film, which are often talked about as “historical high water-marks of sexual subversion,” mask queer subtexts that are “seldom acknowledged outside gay subculture(s)” (Bristow 1995: 21; Morris 1997; Benshoff 1997: 69).  

Thesiger’s interest in embroidery, however, was far from unique in his social circle.  It was a hobby shared by closest friends, such as William B. Ranken, the Scottish-born artist and aesthete known for his society portraits and veiled homoerotic paintings, and William Lygon, 7th Earl Beauchamp, a pre-war Liberal politician and Arts and Crafts patron who was embroiled in a homosexual scandal in the 1930s that was silenced by the establishment but cost Beauchamp his social position, his political career, fractured his family and drove him into exile, a peripatetic existence and an early grave.  That the homosexuality of these men was in some way codified in their shared hobby is undeniable but the influence of this on the widespread popularity and expansion of embroidery as a leisure activity in the interwar years, and its establishment as a modern craft per se, has been completely neglected by historians.  

Outside Thesiger’s queer coterie many men from similar social backgrounds, from the middle-classes to the monarchy, took up embroidery as a hobby.  Yet so did working-class men, such as John Myers, the young convalescent who garnered widespread press attention for his needle skills in early-mid Twenties.  Thesiger may be the antithesis (on any spectrum) of such men, but some five years before Myers won the Selfridges’ competition, Thesiger had helped set up the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry to provide work for returning combatants suffering from similar diagnoses, i.e. the new psychological disorders of “neurasthenia” and shell-shock, as well as an array of extraordinary physical impairments.  If Thesiger was the epitome of the “dandy dilettante” and Myers, by way of his disability (his “severe mental breakdown,” traditionally a malady cleft to women under the rubric “hysteria”), both can be seen as embodying new forms of masculinity that were perceived as “ec-centric,” i.e. peripheral and peculiar (Cohen 1995: 85-114). 

The reversal of male and female roles during, and after, the First World War, had disturbed and ruptured essentializing notions about gender and sexual identity.  Women taking on jobs vacated by men who had volunteered or been conscripted as well as the campaign for female suffrage, masculinity dismembered, discredited and disempowered by total war, proved transformative for everyday life in the Twenties.  But in time, and certainly by the Thirties, it also incited a backlash.  In these years the equation of embroidery and effeminacy aroused increasing anxiety about gender mutability within the popular revival, and emphatically heterosexual production and consumption, of hobby crafts. 

Aside from reacquainting readers to the amazing and amusing Ernest Thesiger, my aim, in this article is not to simply map the emergence and conceptualization of “masculine needlework” as a distinct phenomenon in the Twenties and Thirties, in which Thesiger was a paradigmatic figure, but rather to decipher how it was read by contemporary audiences in general and queer spectators in particular.  Dominant/hegemonic and subordinate (both negotiated and oppositional) readings of men’s embroidery, encountered through exhibitions, in newspapers and magazines or in popular fiction, were elicited by its viewers in a complex circuit of encoding and decoding – to employ Stuart Hall’s useful model (Hall 1973).  

What intrigues me most is how craft became both a spectacle of gender and sexuality and a subcultural cue for gay men akin to other forms of cultural production – such as modern theatre, ballet, fashion and interior design.  Alan Sinfield’s examination of gay playwrights and audiences in the “discreet theater of 1920-1950,” Tirza True Latimer’s analysis of the signification for homosexual audiences of “balletomania,” before and after the First World War, Christopher Reed’s exploration of the sexual subtexts in British Vogue in the Twenties, (all spaces in which Thesiger was at work or play), Matt Houlbrook’s interrogation of masculinity, effeminacy and make-up in interwar London, as well as Judith Halberstam’s and Laura Doan’s studies of “female masculinity” in the Twenties, have shaped my thinking about the intersection of interwar embroidery and queer subculture, of homosexuality, hobbies and handicrafts, and of queer craft (Sinfield 1991: 43-63; Latimer 1999: 173-197; Reed 2004 and 2006: 39-72, 377-404; Houlbrook 2007 and 2015: 145-71, 120-137; Halberstam 1998: 75-110; and Doan 2001: 1-30).

Embroidery has never ceased to be construed as a “womanly” activity but a reconsideration of Thesiger’s life, work and context affords new insight into how needlecrafts “contributed to the transgressive character and vitality of the gay-cultural experience of the early twentieth century” whilst simultaneously upholding “mainstream interests” (Latimer 1999: 192).  

Camp craft 
The campness that Thesiger brought to his stage roles is for the most part forgotten.  But the “fluttery, limp-wristed gestures and prissy remarks” hinting at “unknown vices” that became his trademark are still evident in the films, The Old Dark House (1932) and The Bride of Frankenstein (1935), that he made in Hollywood with his friend the director James Whale (Halliwell 1986: 125; Benshoff 1997: 50).  With his distinctive etiolated body, waspish face and pointy nose (of which he was extremely self-conscious​[7]​), in combination with his queer demeanour, often saw him cast in dark or sinister roles, most memorably as the serial killer in Arthur B. Woods’s The Drive by Night (1938), the aged patriarch and industrialist in Alexander Mckendrick’s The Man in the White Suit (1951) and the wizened patron of a beautiful young aesthete in Jack Cardiff’s Sons and Lovers (1960). 

On the stage he appeared in productions of Shakespeare, Restoration comedies, the first Wildean revivals before the war, and by the advent of the Twenties he was featuring prominently in the plays of contemporary playwrights.  This versatility was seamlessly translated into film where he starred in everything from Dickensian dramas to Ealing comedies as well as giving memorable turns as historic figures from the Duc de Berri in Laurence Olivier’s Henry V (1944) to Emperor Tiberius in Henry Koster’s The Robe (1953).

His reputation as a painter fared less well, comprising mainly delicate studies of flowers, dwelling on their petals, stamen, moments of bloom, pollination and decay, often with thinly disguised sexual allusions, that remain outside the purview of museum and marketplace alike.  Thesiger’s flower paintings, with their subversive subtextual references to “pollinator erotics,” owed something to older contemporaries such as John Singer Sargent but more, perhaps, to the long history of embroidery in which floral imagery was a central component (Syme 2010: 237).   

Thesiger’s campness was also evident in his interest in drag and dressing up.  The “Death” costume of “black draperies, with a skull-mask wreathed in scarlet poppies,” inspired by the Commedia dell’Arte and illustrations in The Yellow Book, that he wore at the “famous masked ball” in February 1905, hosted in the Cheyne Walk home of the artist Charles Conder, whom Thesiger called “Beardsley in pastel shades,” was the first of many decadent designs (Thesiger 1927: 11-12).  Following the war Thesiger attended all the era’s great parties from the “Woman’s Ball” at the Albert Hall in May 1919, (“Lady Diana Manners and other Greek goddesses [were] led by Ernest Thesiger dressed as Pan in a goatskin designed by Lady Lavery”), to the “Famous Victorian Pictures With Living Sitters” at the Mayfair Hotel in June 1928, and Norman Hartnell’s “Circus Party,” held in July 1929, “perhaps the most elaborate freak show of the 1920s,” at which Thesiger arrived daringly “dressed as a lion tamer in red tights and black trunks” (Taylor 2007: 127).​[8]​  He was one of the “moonlighting middle age” habitué that the press lampooned when spotted amidst the haze of drink, drugs and dancing at all the best parties of the Bright Young People (ibid: 23).  Indeed, whilst on the cusp of his fifties, Thesiger attended Stephen Tennant’s twenty-second birthday party, on 16 April 1928 (Hoare 1990: 105) and Brian Howard’s twenty-fourth birthday party, on 4 April 1929 (Lancaster 1968: 162). 

Thesiger was also a presence at the more openly homosexual parties of the period such as those held by Eddy Sackville-West, the society figure, writer and host of a well-known “male salon,” or the art critic Gerald Reitlinger’s famous “Sailor Party,” held in the summer of 1927, where everyone came dressed as a matelot (the iconic eroticized French sailor popularised in novels from Pierre Loti’s Matelot to Jean Genet’s Querelle de Brest), and which included guests running the gamut of interwar camp from Brian Howard to Nancy Mitford to Lytton Strachey.  It was a party famously described by the ballet dancer, Billy Chappell, as “[b]ugger heaven and no mistake” (Stevenson 2007: 81).  Thesiger was known to take his needlework to theatre rehearsals, dinners and cocktail evenings, but not to such “freak” parties.  At these, he danced, gossiped, was utterly witty and outrageously camp, and even read palms, according to the writer Rebecca West. 

Thesiger certainly liked to dress-up in women’s clothes, and accessories, but dressing-up is not the same as cross-dressing.  Most of what is known of Thesiger’s female impersonations per se, took place on the stage.  For example, in 1925 he left the critically acclaimed “highbrow” role of the “Dauphin” in George Bernard Shaw’s Saint Joan to take a part in one of C.B. Cochran’s revues.  The cross-over was much commented on in the press and may have been prompted by the critic who saw Thesiger as “Mephistopheles” in Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, a year earlier, and remarked he played the character “like a maiden lady from Balham” (Thesiger 1927: 140).  In Cochran’s revue Thesiger appeared with Douglas Byng in drag in a sketch by Noël Coward entitled Oranges and Lemons, playing two middle-aged women, (Byng as “Grace Hubbard” and Thesiger as “Violet Banks”), forced to share a room in a Bloomsbury boarding house on New Year’s Eve.  The short skit consisted of the two women talking of their husbands (“he behaved very badly to me”) and female beauties (the actresses Gladys Cooper and Fay Compton), untrustworthy servants, shopping at Liberty’s, whilst coquettishly disrobing at the end of evening.  In the last few minutes of the scene two young men drunkenly mistake the room for their own – to the incredulity of Violet and delectation of Grace.  Indeed, the scene ends with Grace’s line “Well, young man, what can I do for you?” (Day 1999: 33-40).  The revue was a roaring success.  

Yet Thesiger has remained conspicuously absent from practically every published history of camp even if he personifies all of its apparent attributes: “aestheticism, aristocratic detachment, irony, theatrical frivolity, parody, effeminacy and sexual transgression” (Cleto 1999: 9).  Although Susan Sontag in her famous 1964 “Notes on “Camp”” essay distanced camp from homosexuality, negating its ability to offer a “gesture of self-legitimization,” (“if homosexuals hadn’t invented more or less invented Camp, someone else would”), she did, ironically, for the first time provide a context for the campness of Thesiger’s embroidery in the drawings of Aubrey Beardsley and the novels of Ronald Firbank and Ivy Compton-Burnett (Sontag 1964: 118 and 107).  Thesiger’s memoirs, like Firbank’s novels, reveal a life “stepped in sexuality, [yet] sexual activity is not described in a single page” and he greatly admired Beardsley’s art (Clark 1993: 138).  Ivy Compton-Burnett, on the other hand was a close personal friend, one who spent many evenings embroidering and gossiping with Thesiger. 

Thesiger stated that his needlework incited “surprise in many & horror in some” and thus may be understood as a gesture of camp in that it was “a survival mechanism in a hostile environment,” which “answers heterosexual disapproval through a strategy of defensive offensiveness (camp thrives on paradoxes), incarcerating the homophobe’s worst fears, confirming that not only do queers dare to exist but they actively flaunt and luxuriate in their queerness” (Medhurst 1997: 276).​[9]​  Furthermore, its exposure of the constructed nature of gender identity, through the literal performance of “femininity,” anticipates what postmodern critics have interpreted as parodic (Butler 1990: 43).  Thesiger’s embroidery, however, should not be read as a “straightforward parody, which dismisses the thing it mocks, but a double vision which treats with profound affection the thing it reveals to be so clearly ridiculous” (ibid: 221).  

Moe Meyer has suggested camp “amounts to nothing less than the performance of homosexuality. And homosexuality, as it was configured in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was a non-sexual performance identified by the deployment of specific cross-gender signifying codes – gesture, posture, speech, and costume” (Meyer 2010: 70-71).  Embroidery of the interwar years was clearly drawn in this system of camp signification (Figure 2).  And, further the idea of craft embodying the “open secret” to be deciphered by the queer spectator corresponds to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s idea of “camp-recognition”: “the moment at which a consumer of culture makes the wild surmise, “What if whoever made this was gay too?”” (Miller 1998: 205; Sedgwick 1990: 156).  There have been studies of queer collecting and queer style but there is little available research on queer men as fabricators of objects, as producers rather than as consumers (Camille and Rifkin 2001; Geczy and Karaminas 2013).   

Queer subculture 
Descriptions of Thesiger as an embroiderer, for the most part, like stories about his homosexuality, are couched in gossipy innuendo or remain anecdotal at best.  Many are only found in the marginalized histories of queer subcultures.  For instance, the source for the story that upon entering parties in Hollywood Thesiger would exclaim “[a]nyone fancy a spot of buggery,” is given by one writer as Stallion, an American gay porn magazine (Benshoff 1997: 72).  Or the story, recounted in the memoir of a young actor, that whilst on tour in Moscow with Peter Brook’s 1955 production of Hamlet, Thesiger wanted to sneak out of the hotel at night and write on the walls of the Kremlin, “BURGESS LOVES MACLEAN,” in reference to the missing diplomats, the “spies” at the heart of Cambridge’s queer subculture, Guy Burgess and Donald Maclean (Findley 1990: 55).  The roots of these stories in queer subcultural sources (a gay porn magazine or the recollections of a gay actor-cum-author) far from discredits or discounts them.  Indeed, Larry-Bob Roberts’s short article on Thesiger in the 1990s American queer-zine, Holy Titclamps, is on–the-face-of-it as reliable as the entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Roberts 1994: n.p.; Anderson 2004: 232-233).  

Perhaps one of the many reasons for the critical neglect of Thesiger, and his “queer hobbies,” is not just that his intimate circle of gay men has been completely ignored by historians but further by his wider context in emerging lesbian subcultures of the early twentieth century.  He had life-long friendships with some of the most famous sapphic couples of the period.  Such forms of “cross-sex homosexual sociability” are, as Terry Castle has pointed out, much overlooked on account of lesbianism’s neglect in the historical record and the still widely held belief that gay men and lesbian have little in common (Castle 1996: 12-13).  Thesiger attended book readings, parties and dinners, went for cocktails, and played poker (earning the nickname “Ace of Diamonds”) with the novelist Radclyffe Hall and her lover Mabel (“Ladye”) Batten, a celebrated amateur singer of lieder, he spent much time in the company of Ivy Compton-Burnett and her companion, Margaret Jourdain, a pioneering connoisseur of English eighteenth century design, they were amongst his most intimate friends, and he knew and socialised with Dorothy Todd and Madge Garland, the influential fashion journalists and society figures who worked as editors at magazines such as Eve: The Lady’s Pictorial and Vogue, on the glamorous pages of which Thesiger often appeared (Figure 3) (Souhami 1998: 55, 66; Baker 1985: 157; Spurling 1984: 273-276; Cohen 2012: 332).   

Furthermore, needlework as a cultural practice in the interwar years is associated with new types of consumer habits embodied in women’s magazines and mass-manufactured hobby craft kits marketed to the middle-classes and often compared to middlebrow fiction.  For men like Thesiger there was a certain ironic play on these patterns of feminine consumption.  Nicola Humble has suggested this was a “key element of the mindset of the cultural arbiters of the interwar years, if you read trash you are trashy, but if I read it I am sophisticated, because I get the joke.  A paradoxical hauteur that transforms the icons of popular culture into the badge of membership of an exclusive coterie” (Humble 2012: 222).

Queer subcultures had existed in London since the eighteenth century serving, Jeffrey Weeks has suggested, to “fulfil a number of complementary functions: alleviating isolation and guilt, schooling members in manners and mores, teaching and affirming identities” (Weeks 1997 [1981]: 272).  The “aristocratic homosexuality” and “the metropolitan subculture of Molly houses, pubs, fields, walks, squares, and lavatories,” of the eighteenth century, have attracted much scholarly interest but the all-male sewing circles of the interwar years have been little recognised as part, perhaps, of a tradition of queer subcultural formation (ibid; and see Norton 1992).   

Crip/queer 
Alison Light in her study of interwar women’s writing contends that popular novelists in the Twenties created a new “literature of convalescence,” largely in the form of crime novels, murder mysteries or “Whodunits,” which acted not as a form of catharsis for postwar trauma, “stimulating and releasing deep feelings,” but rather as “the mental equivalent of pottering, which works more to relieve generalised anxiety then to generate strong emotion” (Light 1991: 70, 71).  For Light: 

Whodunits could be just the answer to that lack of capacity for concentrated thinking which plagued the returned soldier, a balm to stave off the apathy which so many seemed to dread.  The nerves of those who had undergone the privations of war at home – rationing, black-out, cold, the influenza epidemic, bereavement, and the long, long hours of waiting to hear the worst – were equally jarred.  Pitting their wits in a struggle that was cerebral without involving strain, this was the generation who made the crossword the national pastime of the middle classes.  As restorative as the new nerve tonics on the market or the ‘healthy’ beverages like Ovaltine and Horlicks which became so popular, whodunits were perhaps the literature of emotional invalids, shock-absorbing and rehabilitating, like playing endless rounds of clock patience (ibid: 71) 

This characterisation of popular novels as a “sedative for the nerves” is remarkably like the language surrounding needlecrafts in the period.  Indeed, one contemporary of Thesiger’s, the prominent male embroiderer Lord Gainford compared his sewing to a secret vice like “reading trashy novels.”​[10]​  The camp persona, exemplified by men like Thesiger, was taken up in middlebrow fiction in characters such as the foppish and aristocratic Lord Peter Wimsey in Dorothy L. Sayers detective novels and short stories, published from 1923 to 1939, or Agatha Christie’s more middle-class but equally “cissy” and affected Hercule Poirot, in her novels published between 1920 and 1975.  More recently scholars, such as Nicola Humble and Kate Macdonald, have drawn attention to the increasing visibility of the outré homosexual in interwar middlebrow fiction often in the form of the male embroiderer (Humble 2001: 234-238; Macdonald 2015: 187).   

Aside from a conventional, if companionate, marriage it was Thesiger’s war service that gave his masculinity the appearance of normalcy and respectability.  His cousin Wilfrid Thesiger was quartered near him at the start of the war and wrote to Ernest’s father in testimony of his son’s “manliness”: “‘This life seems to agree with him & he simply looks twice the man he did in England”; the Colonel said “he was one of their best men.’”​[11]​  This masks, however, a more complex picture.  For a start, there seems little adjustment of his effeminacy to the strictures of soldering.  Initially, as there was no conscription he believed the war to be fought by “real soldiers” and his kind “certainly would not be wanted” (Thesiger 1927: 110).  But aged thirty-five, from his family home at 142 Sloane Street, he enlisted in the D Company of the 9th County of London Territorials, Queen Victoria Rifles, British Expeditionary Force, as “Rifleman 2456” in September 1914.​[12]​  With his characteristic flair for comedy Thesiger recorded when asked by a senior officer what he did at home he replied “fancy needlework” (ibid: 112).  

After arriving in France in November 1914, Thesiger’s kept a special diary recording day-to-day events, from his boredom, the appalling conditions and the bitter cold winter to the shock of violence and the physicality of death.  Moving from Calais to Dunkerque and then on towards the western front he records the gruelling brutality of a “tommy’s” life: “Such mud! I feel I shall never be clean again!”​[13]​  He was allowed two letters per week which generally went to his younger sister Sybil, whom he addressed as “My Dear Twin,” or to friends such as Radclyffe Hall.  In return Sybil sent him plum puddings and Hall sent him socks.​[14]​  By mid-November he was sick and collapsed on parade “ankle deep in water”: “I am afraid everyone is getting rather sick of life and many of us would welcome a bullet.”​[15]​ After weeks of living through the what he called the “wet horror” of the trenches on New Year’s Eve 1914 Thesiger was injured when a barn he and his battalion were sheltering in was shelled.  He sustained injuries to his hands and returned to England in early January.  He was formally discharged from the army after a medical examination in May following two operations to remove shrapnel from the metacarpal bones in both his hands.​[16]​

Thesiger returned to London and spent most of 1915 convalescing.  He had found military service levelling and perhaps a little thrilling.  The proximity to other men in such an exclusively homosocial space was something he relished.  His battalion he recalled comprised a “strange mixture” of men: “shop assistants, tailors, a cobbler – another actor (Bertram Forsyth), Lord Howard de Walden’s second footman, a painter and an architect – an unfrocked clergyman who had divorced his wife – a doctor, etc.” (ibid: 112-13).”  

After returning from the war he kept up correspondence with a number of working-class tommies and young officers, these “real soldiers” he called his “brothers-in-arms.”  The surviving letters are altruistic but also obliquely homoerotic.  To Fred Paxton, a young rifleman in the 18th London Regiment (London Irish Rifles), and Harold Henderson, a young officer in the 2nd Battalion of the Duke of Wellington’s Regiment, Thesiger sent portrait postcards and parcels of clothes and food from upmarket department stores such as Jackson’s or Harrods, regaling them with stories of his life on the London stage and in fashionable society.  These young men, like several others, wrote to Thesiger in deeply intimate terms, often about the suffering and hardship they endured.  Paxton wrote: “I feel rather badly shaken and my nerves are all on edge.  I think I have hurt myself inside as I get very bad pains there.”​[17]​  In another letter Henderson wrote, “I would love to see you across the foot lights for the first time,” providing details of his own physical appearance and sporting prowess.​[18]​

Thesiger was back on the stage by October 1915 and was acutely aware that many of the men who survived from the war, often badly injured, were unable to return to the jobs they had left behind.  However, visiting some friends in Charing Cross hospital he “found men busily making needlework” and it occurred to him that they would be “better employed copying some really good designs” (ibid: 122).  He started to teach some of the men, lending them examples of old cross-stitch from his own collection and taking them to the Victoria and Albert Museum to look at historic embroidery.  Throughout 1916, he sought to establish some formal classes through the Red Cross, and other organisations, without much success and he finally petitioned the Ministry of Pensions.  He was formally interviewed by government officials in November 1917 but they decided not to take up his suggestions because, he contended, they felt it was too “effeminate an occupation for soldiers” (ibid).  Not long after he heard through a friend that a charity, the Friends of the Poor, were starting classes in needlework for soldiers suffering a wide range of disabilities, from neurasthenia or shell-shock to amputation of limbs, and they too had been snubbed by Ministry officials.  He offered his services and the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry was established in 1918.  By the mid-Twenties the “good needle men” of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry was credited with helping instigate the “modern craze” of interest in needlework.​[19]​

Historians of disability have drawn parallels between queerness and disability in that they both were extensively policed and pathologized in the twentieth century and were seen as representing “embodied” identities (Garland Thomson 1997: 15; McRuer 2006: 1-32).  This is especially true in the interwar years when even idiomatic terms such as “cripple” and “queer” shared much common ground.  More recently the use of these formerly derogatory terms, “crip” (from “cripple) and “queer,” has sought to recalibrate their “metaphoric vitality,” “evocative power” and “transgressive potential” and highlight their broad “resistance to regimes of the normal” (Linton 1998: 16-17; Warner 1993: xxvi).  Further, the recent intersecting of Disability Studies and Queer Theory reveals a shared “challenge [to] universalizing norms that marginalize those who don’t conform to hegemonic normalcy” and underscores “a certain critical relationship with heteronormativity” (Sherry 2004: 769, 771).  

“Masculine needlework”
A year after the young Lancashire “invalid,” John Myers, won the nationwide knitting competition at Selfridges his name appeared again in the press in relation to an “Exhibition of Modern Embroideries and Decorative Art” in London.  This took place in April 1924 at the Halkin Street home, in London’s fashionable Belgravia, of Lady Mary Morrison, the daughter of the 2nd Earl Granville and wife of a wealthy conservative MP.  Myers’s knitting, like the work by the “bedridden” men of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry, was acknowledged in press reports of this exhibition as evidence of men’s increased interest in needlework.  In fact, this exhibition was the first to have its own designated men’s section, which included, in addition to embroideries by Thesiger, work by figures such as Lord Gainford, one of age’s great “coal kings” who was also a prominent Liberal M.P., who had served as Chief Whip, Postmaster-General and was current chairman of the B.B.C.; Lord Ennismore, the 4th Earl of Listowel, a veteran of the Boer War and the First World War, well-known for his love of sport, shooting and hunting; and Lord Carmichael the Scottish Liberal M.P. who had been a state governor in Australia and India.

Such men, all eminent Victorians, may have produced embroideries similar to Thesiger’s, Lord Ennismore showed “a screen worked in petit point,” Lord Gainford a copy of an eighteenth century embroidery, and Lord Carmichael a copy “of a chair-back from an antique design,” but their masculinity was talked about in markedly different terms.  Much comment was made, for instance, about Lord Gainford and Lord Ennismore as amongst “England’s big game hunters.”   They were men who played cricket but sometimes took up a sewing needle for relaxation.  Effeminacy did not attach itself in the same way it did to Thesiger.  Class distinctions were crucially important.  Thesiger was the epitome of Wildean aristocratic camp whilst Gainford, for example, was descended from Quaker industrialists and the personification of the bourgeois businessman. 

As the Halkin Street exhibition closed it was announced that a special “Golden Thimble” prize would be offered for needlework by a man the following year at an exhibition to be hosted by the Duchess of Norfolk at her St. James’ Square home.  Over seventy members of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry contributed work to this exhibition but first prize was awarded to Lord Gainford for an embroidered chair cover after a Louis XIV design.  Work by peers such as Gainford as well as disabled ex-servicemen was included in the subsequent “Old English Needlework” exhibition held at Lady Bathurst’s home in Belgrave Square, during March 1926, which emphasised the significance of historic embroidery as a source of inspiration for the contemporary revival.  Often at such events Thesiger was photographed by the press giving demonstrations: such as at Norfolk House in May 1925 (Figure 4). 

The last exhibition in the Thirties to comprise work solely made by men was the “Masculine Needlework Exhibition” hosted by Lady Eleanor Kane at Bruton Street in Mayfair in November 1931.  “Many men do art needlework in the evenings at home,” Lady Eleanor told the press, “[b]usiness men, actors, and writers have all found pleasure in what was at one time considered as a pastime for women only…I am surprised, too, to find that so many men are interested in the exhibits.  We have had quite a large number of men visitors at Bruton Street, who by their remarks have taken more than a passing interest in the art.”​[20]​  The press linked this with the surge of interest in needlecrafts following the war when many men “with shattered nerves” were recommended to take up activities like “knitting.”​[21]​

During the interwar years outside of these charity exhibitions in Mayfair and Belgravia needlework by men was seen at the exhibitions of the Embroiderers’ Guild and the Arts and Crafts Exhibitions Society, as well as in the series of important textile exhibitions such as the “Modern Designs in Needlework” exhibition at the Independent Gallery in October 1925, or the “Modern British Embroidery” exhibition, held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, under the auspices of the British Institute of Industrial Art, in July 1932.   The latter exhibition has been described as a watershed moment, “a milestone in changing attitudes to embroidery,” and is still widely believed to have rehabilitated embroidery’s reputation as an art form and affirmed its relevance to wider debates within modern art and design (Howard 1981: 133).  Although the exhibition included work by men it excluded those whose work was considered “historic” and “imitative.”

In early 1932 the proposal of an exhibition by the British Institute of Industrial Art suggested that “while it was not desirable to confine the Exhibition in any way to “modernist” work, a certain stress should be laid on freshness of outlook, which in their opinion was not inconsistent with traditional or customary origins.”​[22]​  Anne Carter, the curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum who initially supported the proposal, was more explicit: “I would like to suggest that we have a small show of embroidery of really modern design.  This is a badly-felt want at the moment.  There has never been anything of the kind.  Various people are trying to get modern designs for embroidery and are constantly hampered by the numbers who work only on the designs of the past.”​[23]​  However, there was concern amongst the organisers that the selection process was rushed and that the final display would not adequately reflect the diversity and range of contemporary embroidery.  The artist and philanthropist Margaret Pilkington, as a member of the organising committee, wrote to Carter: “I think it is a great pity that we have to hurry the exhibition so much, I am sure it would be possible to get a much better show together if we can have it late in the summer or in the autumn.”​[24]​

An overwhelming majority of the 276 exhibits in the show were by women.  Some of the men included, such as Duncan Grant, Wyndham Tryon, Ronald Grierson, Anthony Betts and Claude Flight, outsourced the making of their work either to professional embroiderers, such as Mary Hogarth, or to their mothers, wives, sisters or female friends and colleagues (see no.’s 24, 25, 26, 30, 45, 46, 90, 91 and 128 in Catalogue: exhibition of modern British embroidery).  The inclusion, in the exhibition, of a “Needlework Picture” by Walter Crane, (who had been a designer for the Royal School of Needlework since its inception in 1872 and up to his death in 1915), and made by Eleanor Blackall (no. 126 in ibid), suggested that Victorian ideas about the sexual division of labour, especially in the highly gendered craft of embroidery, persisted well into the Thirties.  

This is further borne out in the numerous embroidery books that emerged in the wake of the exhibition.  Setting the tone for the needlecrafts book boom of the Thirties was Lewis F. Day and Mary Buckle’s hugely popular Art in Needlework (1900), re-issued in a fifth edition in 1927, and which argued that although tailors may sew and employ complex handwork techniques, such as appliqué, embroidery “is properly woman’s work” (Day and Buckle 1927: 145).  The most influential books of the period appeared directly after the “Modern British Embroidery” exhibition, these included Davide Minter’s Modern Needlecraft (1932) and Modern Home Crafts (1934), Mary Hogarth’s Modern Embroidery (1933), which was in many ways an overview of the 1932 exhibition, and Rebecca Crompton’s Modern Design in Embroidery (1936), collectively addressing a female reader, the “embroideress,” who desired to become “a creative artist” “instead of a mere copyist” (Minter 1932 and 1934; Hogarth 1933; Crompton 1936: v).  Embroidery that relied, aesthetically and technically, on the copying of historic models, had in fact been crucial in the development of the more modern-looking, more spontaneously made, type of needlework, that Hogarth and Crompton, in particular, are credited with pioneering.  During the interwar years Thesiger, and the men of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry amongst other, were recognized as playing a crucial role in the promotion of embroidery but today they are obscured by women such as Hogarth and Crompton. 

By the “Exhibition of Twentieth-century Needlework” at the Leicester Galleries in January 1935 there was growing criticism of the division between designer and embroiderer, especially evident in work designed by Wyndham Tryon and made by Mary Hogarth even though Tryon was one of the few male designers to attempt to embroider his own designs.  However, it was Hogarth’s, and Rebecca Crompton’s, conceptualisation of the embroider as womanly yet “modern” and the craftworker’s rejection of copying and imitation as a source of inspiration for aesthetic invention and technical innovation that has coloured all subsequent writing on the subject (Howard 1981: 126-127; Durand 1986: 270; Harrod 1999: 150).  Thesiger’s own book Adventures in Embroidery (1941), which came relatively late in the wave of interwar needlecraft publications, significantly redirected emphasis back to issues surrounding the division of labour in the making of embroidery and the role of tradition as a source of inspiration (Thesiger 1941). 

The “Modern British Embroidery” exhibition in 1932 was neither the largest nor the most representative display of embroidery in the period that accolade went to the “English Needlework (Past & Present)” exhibition held at Lady Maud Carnegie’s Portman Square home in February-March 1934.  There were over 500 objects on show, making it almost twice the size of “Modern British Embroidery,” and it included a much more comprehensive selection of contemporary developments.  The press linked the best examples of contemporary embroidery to the pioneers of “masculine needlework,” such as Thesiger and Lord Gainford, who did not contribute to the show but who were, the press suggested, as equally significant as any women, included the show, in stimulating a modern revival of interest in needlecrafts (Figure 5).  

It may not be entirely obvious to contemporary eyes how such displays could, and did, disrupt dominant readings of needlecrafts as reinforcing hegemonic notions of gender identity.  However, the fact that the selection, of the “Masculine Needlework Exhibition” in 1931, for example, was made by men such as Ernest Thesiger and friends such as the queer peer Lord Beauchamp, who “embroidered every day,” suggests that counter readings that challenged or subverted the idea of embroidery as “feminine” may have been overlooked (Byrne 2009: 204; Hall 1973: n.p.).  Indeed, as Stuart Hall has suggested “the visual sign” is “also a connotative sign” and the homosexual men who attended these exhibitions to see embroidery could easily “have displaced meanings from one frame to another” (Hall 1973: n.p.).

Effeminate embroidery 
It is not entirely clear when and why Thesiger took up embroidery but his memoirs suggest an interest in feminine pastimes from a very early age.  He was born in 1879 into a distinguished family that was very much part of the Victorian establishment.  Whilst growing up his father was a “Clerk-Assistant” in the House of Lords and many of the patrician figures on his father’s side, such as his grandfather the 1st Baron Chelmsford who had been Lord Chancellor, his uncle the 2nd Baron Chelmsford who had fought in the 1879 Anglo-Zulu War, his cousins the 1st Viscount Chelmsford who had been Viceroy of India and Wilfred Thesiger the famous explorer, were the kind of men who not only embodied but had helped define ideas of Victorian masculinity.  They were so well known that in the first issue of the Vorticist avant-garde magazine Blast, published in 1914, “Clan Thesiger” was amongst the names of those “blasted” in the “blowing away of dead ideas and worn-out notions.” ​[25]​  On his mother’s side Thesiger was related to the Stopford Sackville family of Drayton House in Northamptonshire, where his mother was born and where his grandmother, the heiress of the last Duke of Dorset, had lived for “93 years,” and more distantly to the Sackville’s at Knole.  Thesiger remembered visiting Drayton as a child where he recalled his eldest, “eccentric” and “fantastically religious” aunt embroidering.​[26]​  Both Drayton and Knole contained important collections of historic textiles.

In some ways Thesiger was an aberration in his family, and even in his social class, in that he rejected the privileged entry into government or military office he surely would have been offered and instead entered the Slade School of Art in the late Nineties.  He held the ambition of becoming a painter before turning to a career on the stage.  Unlike his distinguished kin of imperial and military high-achievers Thesiger rejected models of manly prowess in favour a deliberately eccentric and effeminate self-fashioning.  As a young man he described himself as “decadent and sybaritic,” terms that had been used in the Nineties to describe Oscar Wilde’s novel The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891) (Thesiger 1927: 4).  His father initially despaired at his choice of career and his “swishy” manner made him unpopular with many of his male contemporaries at the Slade, such as Wyndham Lewis and Augustus John.  Edwin Lutyens offered to take him into “his office” but after leaving the Slade Thesiger appears to have spent much of his time travelling, attending parties and performing in amateur dramatics.​[27]​  The most important life-changing event of these years was his meeting Willie Ranken, a contemporary at the Slade.  Thesiger was in-love with Ranken but quizzically married his sister Janette in 1917, possibly to avoid a scandal.​[28]​  It was in Ranken’s company, and seemingly at his suggestion and by his example, that Thesiger may have first started to sew.

In 1908 Thesiger accompanied Ranken on holiday to Touraine in France.  As a region famed for its “broderie” Ranken, already “an amateur of “petit point” and “gros point,” bought some “old pieces which he himself restored” (Thesiger 1927: 41).  Thesiger recalled that by this point he also “wielded the needle” (ibid).  The image of these two young aesthetes in pursuit of historic French textiles has a certain echo of Wilde’s Dorian Gray, especially the chapter in the novel in which Gray “sought to accumulate the most exquisite specimens that he could find of textile and embroidered work,” the detailed descriptions of which Wilde drew from two well-known books: Daniel Rock’s Textile Fabrics (1870) and Ernest Lefébure’s Embroidery and Lace (1888) (Murray 1998 [1974]: 121, 192).​[29]​  Both books documented the textile collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum (which had been known as the South Kensington Museum until 1899) the same collection that Thesiger would himself consult as a source, both as an artist and a teacher of needlework.  Sewing, as a set “performative, improvisational, discontinuous, and processually constituted by repetitive acts,” materialises camp like few other art forms in that it is literally about surface embellishment, style and artifice (Meyer 1994: 75).  Indeed, sewing as a metaphor for queer signification recalls Oscar Wilde “Preface” to Dorian Gray:

All art is at once surface and symbol.
Those who go beneath the surface do so at their own peril.
Those who read the symbol do so at their own peril.
It is the spectator, and not life, that art really mirrors (Murray 1998 [1974]: xxiii).

And further, Dorian Gray’s interest in handicrafts, Eliza Glick, suggests masked a critique of consumption itself:

Resisting bourgeois or mass styles of consumption, his [Gray’s] elitist consumption looks back to the traditional aristocracy for inspiration, shunning that which is merely merchandise – the “unrefined” consumption of an increasingly massified society – and instead valuing objects that are unique, handmade, and rare.  In this respect, Gray implicitly repudiates the mechanical reproduction at the heart of the consumer revolution, privileging the imperfections and detail of hand labor over the uniformity of the machine. (Glick 2009: 25)

The “William and Mary” chair, made c.1690-1730, that Thesiger covered in flower designs, in cross-stitch and petit point, was often a central focus in press articles about his home (Figure 6).  In her study of the objects and interiors in Dorian Gray, Victoria Mills has suggested such craft objects “destabilize stereotypically gendered collecting as well as the authentic/inauthentic binary” and, as in Wilde’s novel, their hidden meaning may easily have been decoded by queer spectators (Mills 2010: 150). 

Timothy Findley, the Canadian actor and later author, recounted in his memoirs a story Thesiger had apparently told him about going, as a teenager, to Tite Street to have tea with Oscar Wilde (Findley 1990: 57).  Thesiger had just turned sixteen when the Wilde trails began so it may well be plausible as he lived nearby, in Sloane Street, and spent the much of the mid-late Nineties socially enmeshed in bohemian Chelsea deliberately seeking out introductions to many figures from Wilde’s circle.  He certainly met several of Wilde’s friends, such as Robbie Ross, Richard Le Gallienne and Marc-André Raffalovich, and he is known to have attended the “salons” of Gwen Otter and Mabel Beardsley, who did much to pass on the spirit of The Yellow Book and The Green Carnation to the next generation (Boulestin 1936: 120; Easton 1972: 223).  As a story his taking tea with Wilde may well be apocryphal, on Thesiger’s or Findley’s behalf it is hard to say, but it does bring to mind Neil Bartlett’s examination of the history of gay life in London from the vantage point of the 1980s, from which Wilde still held a profound appeal for the young homosexual: “I subject the story of my own life as a gay man to constant scrutiny, we all do.  We have to, because to, because we’re making it up as we go along. I constantly re-read The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde” (Bartlett 1988: 30).

Thesiger’s interest in sartorial presentation as a type of Wildean aesthete belies his life-long interest in performance (he was a professional actor after all).  In terms of dress this would later be manifest in his involvement with the Men’s Dress Reform Party during the interwar years (Burman and Leventon 1987: 74-87; Burman 1995: 275-290; Bourke 1996: 23-33; Zweiniger-Bargielowska 2010: 223-235; and Zweiniger-Bargielowska 2015: 37-52).  Throughout his life Thesiger, like his friend Willie Ranken, paid particular attention to the interiors of where he lived.  Their homes appeared on the pages of House & Garden, Eve: The Lady’s Pictorial and Vogue.  Thesiger decorated his house, in Knightsbridge’s Montpelier Terrace, with Japanese screens, eighteenth century embroideries and murals depicting classical scenes (anticipating Rex Whistler’s scheme at the Tate Gallery and Charles Ryder’s at the fictional “Brideshead” in Evelyn Waugh’s novel of the same name), and all sorts of Victoriana from snub-boxes and Staffordshire pottery to pink and white lustreware glass.  Ranken’s home outside London, Warbook, an elegant Georgian manor house in Hampshire, had black painted walls and was decorated with lacquered screens, “Blanc de Chine” figurines and “Kashmir shawls.”  Such interiors recall the aesthetic materialism of Wilde’s Dorian Gray as well as something of Gray’s inspiration and progeny: Des Esseintes in J.-K. Huysmans’s À rebours (1884) and Baron Charles in Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu (1913-1927).

Various scholars have pointed out that “the dandies of the 1920s looked back to those of the 1890s,” that there was “a new attention to Wildean dandyism in the 1920s,” and further that “the hedonism of the 1920s began during, or even before, the war; or indeed, may have only been a rerun, an aftershock, of the decadent Nineties” (Green 1976: 15; Sinfield 1994: 132; Hoare 1997: 2; Bibbings 2003: 335-358; Murray 2015: 593-607; Mahoney 2015).  The moment was summed up by the writer Osbert Burdett: 

Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since Wilde died in Paris in 1900.  The War, with all its changes and preoccupations, has intervened.  But for those susceptible to it the interest in the nineties is unabated.  On the potency of their elixir the War has produced no visible effect, and this invites us to inquire how far they may have stood for something more enduring than we thought, and if their chosen triviality may not have a more vital principle than the seriousness against which it was directed. (Burdett, 1925: 5) 

From well before the war, and throughout the interwar years, there was a deluge of books and memoirs on the Nineties generation.   This included W.G. Blaikie Murdoch’s The Renaissance of the Nineties (1911), Holbrook Jackson’s The Eighteen Nineties (1913), Elizabeth Robins Pennell’s Nights: Rome & Venice in the Aesthetic Eighties; London & Paris in the Fighting nineties (1916), Bernard Muddiman’s The Men of the Nineties (1920), Joseph Pennell’s Aubrey Beardsley and Other Men of the Nineties (1924) and Richard Le Gallienne’s The Romantic ‘90s (1926).  The first edition of Wilde’s complete works was published by Methuen in 1908 and was quickly followed a secession of memoirs, biographies and monographic studies including those by André Gide, Arthur Ransome, Frank Harris and Robert Sherard.  Even though Oscar Wilde’s oldest son, Cyril, wrote before he died in the First World War that “foremost, I must be a man.  There was to be no cry of decadent artist, of effeminate aesthete, of weak-kneed degenerate,” the generation of homosexual man who had come to maturity by the Twenties did not discard Wilde’s mesmerizing example (Holland 1954: 140).  Wilde represented to them, in Alan Sinfield’s words, “the entire, vaguely disconcerting nexus of effeminacy, leisure, idleness, immorality, luxury, insouciance, decadence and aestheticism,” and his “brilliantly precise image” became their ideal (Sinfield 1994: 3).  

In his memoirs, one of the earliest recollections of art that Thesiger records, is of the commercial Art Nouveau posters, by the Beggarstaff brothers, John Hassall and Aubrey Beardsley, that covered Holy Trinity Church, facing his family home on Sloane Street, in the Nineties during J.D. Sedding’s building programme: “the hoardings were a free picture gallery” and “constant source of delight for us.”​[30]​  Thesiger paid explicit homage to these in a small frontispiece design to a collection of poems, Linked Fantasies (1924) by Mortimer Durand, that evokes the coded language of masks, skulls and hermaphrodites in Beardsley’s illustrations for Pope’s The Rape of the Lock (1896) (Figure 7).  The original inscription in this book, “embroidered by Aubrey Beardsley,” could hardly have escaped Thesiger’s notice (Frankel 2002: 259-296).  For gay men of Thesiger’s generation Beardsley’s distinctive style and his sexual subversiveness held a particular appeal.  His friend Lord Beauchamp, a well-known bibliophile, certainly owned books illustrated by Beardsley (Mulvagh 2008: 165).  

Indeed, in E.F. Benson’s novel The Babe B.A. (1896) the central character, an effete undergraduate (a young man just a few years older than Thesiger), hangs Beardsley prints around his room, arranges The Yellow Book on his bookcase, and declares “I wish I could look as if Aubrey Beardsley had drawn me” (Benson 1896: 22, 66).  “The Babe,” known in the book only by his surname “Mr. Arbuthot,” is a thinly disguised portrait of Jerome Pollitt, a contemporary of Benson’s at Cambridge, who was a well-known as a cross-dresser (his stage name was Diane de Rougy), he was also a member of Wilde’s circle and an important friend and patron of Beardsley’s. 

Embroidery itself was drawn into the symbolic representation of effeminacy in Benson’s other writings, especially in the character of “Aunt Georgie” in his Freaks of Mayfair (1916).  Benson described Georgie as although born a boy had absented himself from all tests of “manliness” at school and university, possessing taste that was “essentially feminine,” by now “a sprightly widow of forty,” “snobbish…in a Victorian old-fashioned way,” who addressed everyone as “my dear,” when about thirty-five had “definitely developed auntishness,” and “brought his embroidery” with him everywhere as he liked to keep this up along with his other hobbies, “music” and “tittle-tattle” (Benson 1916: 33-47).  It could well be a description of Thesiger.  Still more uncanny than Benson’s pen-portrait is the illustration, in Beardsley-esque black and white, by George Wolfe Plank, the American artist known for his work in Vogue (Figure 8).  The similarities to the images of Thesiger embroidering are striking (Figure 9).  Benson certainly knew Thesiger as he was a patron of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry, providing them with commissions to repair historic embroideries.
 
Thesiger’s effeminacy as a kind of public persona, manifested in his camp manner and “queer hobbies,” indicate he may also have been an influence on other archetypal queer characters in contemporary fiction from the “invert” Jonathon Brockett in Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness (1928) to the “pansy” Anthony Blanche in Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited (1945).  Both these novels had a personal connection to Thesiger.  Hall was of course a close friend and her characterisation of Stephen Gordon, her novel’s prototypical “mannish lesbian” as possessing “masculine hands” that “had never been skilful” was underscored by her friend the evidently homosexual Jonathan Brockett who possessed “hands [that] were as white and soft as a women’s,” a contrast that sets up a Stephen/Jonathan as Hall/Thesiger comparison even if Brockett is thought to be a pen-portrait of Noël Coward (Hall 2015 [1928]: 245, 205; Castle 1996: 38-55).  Equally in Waugh’s novel the Nineties nostalgia, campy behaviour, witty put-downs and Wildean epigrams of Anthony Blanche unmistakably have the tone of Thesiger right down to Blanche’s “painted toenails” (Waugh 2000 [1945]: 45).

Blanche is believed to be a portrait of Waugh’s Oxford contemporaries, the “aesthetes” Brian Howard and Harold Acton, but Waugh was linked to Thesiger through another of his university circle, the aristocrat Hugh Lygon, with whom he had an intimate relationship and who inspired the character of Sebastian Flyte in Brideshead.  Lygon was the second son of Thesiger’s friend Earl Beauchamp, who was the putative model for Lord Marchmain in Waugh’s novel.  Waugh, who was often a guest at the Lygon family home, Madresfield in Worcestershire, throughout the Twenties, surely would have been a witness, if not an interlocutor, to accounts of Beauchamp’s (and Thesiger’s) homosexuality, which was widely acknowledged.  The Duke of Westminster, the brother of Beauchamp’s wife, for instance, openly referred to Beauchamp as his “bugger-in-law.”

One such story recorded by Lady Aberconway recalls her meeting Beauchamp and Thesiger at Walmer Castle in Kent, Beauchamp’s residence as part of his office as Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, clearly hosting a homosexual party at which Thesiger appeared “nude to the waist and covered with pearls” (Aberconway 1966: 127; Mulvagh 2008: 281; Byrne 2009: 132).  Or the story recounted by Thesiger’s friend, the novelist Hugh Walpole, to Virginia Woolf, that while at the “Baths at the Elephant & Castle,” he saw Lord Carisbrooke “naked” and Lord Beauchamp “in the act with a boy” (Bell 1984: 211).  Alexander “Drino” Mountbatten, the first Marquess of Carisbrooke, was Queen Victoria’s youngest grandson, whose wife had served as the “Chairman” of the Disabled Soldiers’ Embroidery Industry from its inception.  Carisbrooke is often referred to, like Thesiger and Beauchamp, in the celebrity diaries and letters of the period as a “pansy,” “nancy,” “queen” or “queer” (Bloch 2009: 34; Bloch 2015: 150, 291; Beaton 2003: 193; Hoare 1995: 332).  

However, the fictionalised queer men in the novels written in, or about, the Twenties show that effeminacy became synonymous with homosexuality in the post-Wilde period.  Hall’s “invert” Jonathan Brockett may well be a study after Noël Coward, as critics have suggested, and Waugh’s “aesthete” Anthony Blanche is clearly a composite, the stammer from the playwright Somerset Maugham and other elements from Howard and Acton, but Thesiger’s particular brand of campness is an undeniable background note.  Thesiger knew all the men that both Hall and Waugh supposedly drew upon to create their characters.  He acted in Coward’s early revues and Howard for instance recorded, as an impressionable fifteen-year-old, how charmed he was by meeting Thesiger when he visited his school (Lancaster 1968: 25).  

With more certainty, however, Thesiger served as inspiration for the characters of Julian in Ivy Compton-Burnett’s Brothers and Sisters (1929) and Mortimer in her Manservant and Maidservant (1947).  In May Sinclair’s Tasker Jevons: The Real Story (1916), her First World War novel, she used Thesiger’s surname for a variety of characters, male (Reggie, Charlie) and female (Viola).  Thesiger was friends with both these women.  He admired contemporary women novelists, some of whom he said possessed an “uncanny knowledge of morbid pathology and sex-instincts” concluding that “the best novels since the war have been written by women” (Thesiger 1927: 81).  And in some ways it is not in the more obvious role of “effeminate queen,” “female impersonator” or “drag performer” that Thesiger haunts postwar masculinity in this literary context, but rather in the spectre of the queer hobby-crafter.

Arty queens, sleazy rakes, strange foreigners, bumbling bachelors and fey eunuchs, sometimes with a seriously sinister and sadistic side, but all wielding needles of some sort, embody the visualizations of a compromised and degenerate manhood by women novelists, and queer authors such as E.F. Benson.  The image of the male embroiderer in the interwar decades (and in the foggy nostalgia of the postwar years) as dreadful, decadent and deviant reveals increasing anxiety about the effects of the effects of the war on masculinity and the prevalence of homosexuality as a cipher of post-Wildean decadence.  

Although published in the 1950s, Antonia White’s The Sugar House was set in London in the Twenties, and is typical of the genre.  It tells the story of Clara Batchelor, her unhappy marriage, her Roman Catholic guilt, and friends such as Maidie Spencer, amidst the crumbling edifices of what had been bohemian Chelsea.  Part of the story is set in theatrical circles, not that far removed from Thesiger’s own world, and the gay actor and his friend, Trevor Eton and Peter Blaize, provide colourful relief from an otherwise tense and claustrophobic plot: “If it was a piano week, Maidie would sing, while Trevor admiringly watched Peter stitching sprays of apple blossom on a cushion cover.  ‘Why not pansies, dear?’ Maidie asked once and Peter giggled.  ‘Too obvious, darling’” (White 1952: 27).  

Embroidery and effeminacy seemed to collapse into one another in interwar fiction: from Georgie Pilson (“Aunt Georgie” in another life) fussing over his tambour hoop and bibelots in E.F. Benson’s hugely popular Mapp and Lucia novels (published from 1920 to 1939​[31]​), the proto-misogynist William Brown’s “scorn and fury” at the suggestion that a boy should learn how to knit or sew in Richmal Crompton’s children’s stories Just William (1922) and More William (1924), the horrible colonial pederast Timothy Fortune plain sewing in Sylvia Townsend Warner’s Mr. Fortune’s Maggot (1927), Fritz Warbury, a nasty caricature of Jewish masculinity, and his penchant for petit point in Angela Thirkell’s Cheerfulness Breaks In (1940), the creepy and sexually predatory playboy Harvey “Boy” Dougdale and “awful effeminate pansy” Cedric Hampton embroidering throughout Nancy Mitford’s Love in a Cold Climate (1949), or ancillary character’s whose role it is to disclose in coded terms a protagonist’s homosexuality or provide colourful flourishes in otherwise dull plots, such as George who prefers “knitting” to reading in E.H. Young’s Chatterton Square (1947), or, indeed, Peter “the expert at embroidering” in Antonia White’s The Sugar House. 

Queer hobbies
In the immediate post-war years of social and economic recovery the “improved material conditions and increased consumption” gave way to a remarkable “growth and spread of leisure” that was itself transformed by widespread “intellectual systemization, physical organization and commercial exploitation” (Snape and Pussard 2013: 2; McKibbin 1983: 130).  Yet analysis of such dramatic shifts are often limited to studies of newly emerging, and economically marginal, groups such as middle-class women and working-class youths.  Discussion of men’s hobbies seems largely confined to sports and gambling, but following the war, as “enforced leisure” became a something of a euphemism for unemployment, men also turned to domestic hobby-crafts, initially in search of remunerative labour but later in terms of pleasure (Snape and Pussard 2013: 6).  Leisure activities, such as shopping, fashion, home décor and home-crafts, such as needlework, continued to be forcefully marketed to women as a means to reinscribe ideas of an essential and eternal femininity and to reinforce maternal and domestic duties.  Women’s attitudes to work and leisure, however, had been transformed by the war.  Their participation in industrial labour, the campaign for enfranchisement, and the visibility of new female-centred identities and subcultures throughout the Twenties, from the flapper to the “mannish lesbian,” who flouted conventions by wearing make-up, smoking, cutting their hair short or dressing in masculine clothes, highlighted the role of leisure as a key element in self-fashioning (Sagert 2010; Newton 1984).  

However, during these years the press also paid particular attention to the hobbies and pastimes of upper-class men: politicians, members of the Royal household, society figures and celebrities.  It was widely reported that King George V collected stamps, Henry Ford old gin bottles, Ramsay MacDonald books, Stanley Baldwin liked to spend his time reading detective stories, John Rockefeller liked gardening, Lord Baden-Powell fishing, Winston Churchill painting, the banker Montagu Norman collected jigsaw puzzles, the surgeon Vere Nicholl toy soldiers, the painter William Orpen music boxes and the celebrated First World War artist C.R.W. Nevinson listed his hobbies as “flying and the Café Royal.”​[32]​  In this context, Thesiger’s embroidery was often categorized as the most “queer” in both senses of the word – strange and sissy.​[33]​  Undeniably embroidery retained its historic association with women even when men took it up but, when practised by a man well known for his arch campness, it could also be read as the epicene pastime of an effete personality.  The fluidity of terms used to describe Thesiger (and by association his hobbies) such as aesthete, effeminate and dandy could all be found “trembling on the brink of homosexuality” (Sinfield 1991: 93).  For general audiences of Thesiger’s needlework, painting and acting, queerness may have been obliquely implied but, like an innuendo, it was clearly intended to operate as a signifier for other homosexuals.  Interwar embroidery clearly worked across a number of registers from the social to the sexual. 

Conclusion 
As the example of John Myers shows, in his use of “knitting as medicine” and means to stymie his depression, men’s engagement with domestic hobby crafts in the early twentieth century was probably more widespread than is generally acknowledged.  In his recollections of life as a gay man from the Twenties to the Sixties, Quentin Crisp recalled his overwhelming sense of depression that stemmed from the social stigma of his homosexuality.  Anxiety, he wrote, “had atrophied my will” (ibid: 117).  Free time in the evenings, for Crisp, was spent “writing to my mother or mending my socks or having a good cry” (ibid: 137).  Maybe this was true for many men and plain sewing was as far they could go.  But the example of Thesiger reveals much about the unacknowledged role of queer subculture in the production, exhibition, circulation and consumption of needlecrafts in these decades.  Subcultures are generally recognized as fundamentally “performative” and as such, the public nature of the interwar “queer hobbies” phenomenon, and the private vices that they may have masked, reveal much about how craft itself could “carry ‘secret’ meanings” and operate as both “spectacle and surveillance” (Gelder 2005: 13; Hebdige 1979: 18; Evans 1997: 176).

Embroidery, then, cannot be seen as entirely a means to recuperate agency or enforce deeply engrained “social codes,” but rather comprised aspects of both (McKibben 1983: 145).  As Stuart Hall has argued “there can never be only one, single, univocal and determined meaning for such a lexical item, but, depending on how its integration within the code has been accomplished, its possible meanings will be organised within a scale which runs from dominant to subordinate (Hall 1973: n.p).

Ernest Thesiger continued acting on stage and screen as well as making and exhibiting embroidery until his death in 1961 (Figure 10).  He embodied a particularly English type of camp that has now been widely absorbed into mainstream culture, largely through his influence on effeminate entertainers who could clearly decipher, and subsequently emulated, his campness from the actor Kenneth Williams to the Mancunian singer Morrissey (Davies 1999: 662; Morrissey 1989: 19).  Yet Thesiger himself has become less and less known.  Unlike Crisp, he has never really been seen as one of “the stately homos of England” even if the appellation seems invented for him (Crisp 1968: 175).   
 
Richard Dyer has placed Thesiger in the “heroic moments and trends leading up to Stonewall” from “Oscar Wilde’s ‘love that dare not speak its name’ speech at his trail in 1895” to “the outrageousness of queens throughout the period and at all levels of society (think Babette, Quentin Crisp, Antonio Iacono, José Sarria, Sylvester, [and] Ernest Thesiger)” (Dyer 2002: 8).  Like many of these figures Thesiger is barely remembered outside queer subcultural contexts but surely deserves to be better known.  Indeed, Jack Halberstam has suggested:

The project of subcultural historiography demands that we look at the silences, the gaps, and the ruptures in the spaces of performance, and that we use them to tell disorderly narratives.  A queer history of subcultures, armed with a queer sense of temporality, tracks the activity of community building, traces the contours of collectivity, and follows the eccentric careers of those pioneers who fall outside the neat models of narrative history…who still need to find a place in the winding, twisting story of queer subcultural lives. (Halberstam 2005: 187)

Although once an enormously popular figure Thesiger’s recent descent into obscurity should not prevent us from recognizing the insight he offers on the life of a gay man between the wars and the light he shines on the complex relation of homosexuality and the tropes of domesticity.  Nicola Humble has argued the study of interwar queers has tended to privilege “high-cultural groupings – the Auden generation, the Bloomsberries – seeing it [i.e. homosexuality], in other words, as an eccentricity of genius” but surely the undeniable presence of the effeminate embroiderer in the popular culture of the period “is in fact the sign of a much more general visibility of homosexuality, and an increasing cultural interest in it” (Humble 2012: 223).  My desire, however cursory, in this article has been to demonstrate that embroidery operated, in the early twentieth century, as a recognizably queer signifier before it was recuperated by the dominant hegemonic culture and became the tacit marker of the middlebrow and the middle-class craft, and heteronormativity, that it remains today. 
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